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ABSTRACT 

Metal shields (or fences) are useful in reducing the ground clutter received by a radar. 

The design of a clutter shield for an L-band radar etiploying a 60-ft parabolic reflec- 

tor with Cassegrainian geometry is verified by scale-model measurements at K -band. 

It is shown that a 100-ft fence, at a distance 500ft from the radar, will give a nominal 

one-way clutter reduction of 20db. Tracking is expected to be virtually unaffected 

down to about 7.8° in elevation, but the low limit on ustful performance isabout 4.8*. 

More than 10-db additional clutter reduction is achieved by cutting rectangular slots 

in the top edge of the fence. However, these and other periodic structures are subject 

to "resonances" related to grating lobes. This phenomenon is investigated experi- 

mentally on the scale model and explained by a mathematical analysis utilizing the 

principle of stationary phase. A proposed nonperiodic edge treatment is expected to 

be free of this troublesome effect. 
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<P(X) 

A 

serration width (ft) 

serration length 

field diffraction function 

distance of fence i'rom radar (ft) 

electromagnetic field 

Naperian base 

auxiliary functions 

height of observation point behind fence (ft) 

height of clutter fence (ft) 

angle of incidence 

temperature CK) 

phase constant (2ir/x) 

distance of fence edge from P 

integers 

i power (watts) 

I a point of observation behind fence 

distance identical to L 

one-half of fence length (ft) 

variable used in diffraction function and Fresnel integrals 

distance along fence as measured from its center 

vertical distance below fence edge (ft) 

signal arrival angle 

angle below top of fence in shadow region 

lateral displacement of observation point P with respect 
to fence center 

wavelength (ft) 

grating lobe angle; angle of resonance 

serration phase function 

incremental change 
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C(w) 
-O 

COS  ^   T    (IT 

S(w ) =  \      sin j T  dr 
^o 

RADAR GROUND-CLUTTER SHIELDS 

I.     INTRODUCTION 

1 2 Recently there has been interest '    in the use of metal fences or shields to reduce the ground 

clutter received by a radar located in mountainous terrain.    This report considers the design of 

a clutter shield for an L-band (A = 0.75 ft) radar employing a 60-ft parabolic reflector with a 

Casscgrainian geometry and with a mean antenna height of 58ft. 

Investigation of the prob,  -n was initiated in October 1963 when a series of working papers 

were prepared.    An experimental scale-model program was also started to determine the wide- 

angle side-lobe characteristics of the radar antenna,  especially primary feed spillover and feed 

support scatter.    This effort was coordinated with on-site clutter measurements and with the 

topographic clutter-source distribution. 

In addition,  a study contract was negotiated with the Wheeler Laboratories   w^o had prior 

experience in the design of radar fences for various Bell Telephone Laboratories projects. 

Finally,  the effect of the shield on a scale model of the radar antenna was experimentally 

determined and the structural parameters were specified. 

m 

II.    THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

A.   Simple Knife-Edge Diffraction 

The field behind a metal obstacle or straight edge is a classic problem in physical optics 

which war solved rigorously by Sommerfeld in 1896. 

Consider the geometry of a shield of height h with a clutter echo arriving at an angle a, 

as shown in Fig. 1.    The 'ield   near the geometric shadow {for either polarization) at height g 

and distance d is given by 

-j(7f/4) 
E(g,") 

SI 
JkrCos(y-«){[l     c(w)] +j[l     s(w)]) (1) 

where 

-. / 2r          (v — «) 2 / —  sin  -1—,  

i^i 

^i 
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Fig. 1.   Fence geometry. 
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The functions C(w! and S(w) are the Fresnel integrals and have been extensively tabulated" 

Since the field in the shadow region has a rapidly varying phase characteristic,   it is preferable 

to introduce the auxiliary functions,   defined for w > 0,  by 

JTT/ZIW2 

[g(w) +jf(w)] =(| -C(w)l +jlj -S(w)l (2) 

The oscillatory nature of Eq.(l) has been factored out and the auxiliary functions g(\v) and f(w) 

have a monotonically decreasing behavior. 

In the shadow region,  where w "- 0,   Eq. (1) becomes 

J[kr-U/4)1 
E(g.«) = 

^2 
!g(w> + jf(w)l = D(w) eJikr-(^/4)] 

where the field diffraction function is defined as 

D(w) = — ;g(w) + jf(w)] 

(3) 

(4) 

Its magnitude and phase are plotted in Fig. 2.    Similarly,   in the illuminated region w < 0 

and Eq. (1) can be rewritten as 

E(g,a) = eJkrcos(,-a) _ e^ [g(_w) +    {_w    e-j(./4) (5) 

Equations (3) and (5) indicate that the field beyond the fence is: 

(1) In the shadow region,  a cylindrical wave originating at the top 
of the straight edge and proportional to the diffraction function 
Eq.(4).    An observer here would see an illuminated line source 
at the fence edge. 

(2) In the illuminated region,  the original incident field plus a dis- 
turbing field diffracted from the fence edge. 

Figure 3 shows the vertical field distribution at a distance of 500 ft at a wavelength of 0.75 ft 

and for zero clutter arrival angle.    Note that: 

(1) Above the fence, the field is slightly perturbed. 

(2) At the geometric shadow,  the field is 6db down. 

(3) Below the fence, the field decreases rapidly at first and then 
more slowly;  however,  the phase increases rapidly. 

The horizontal axis of the AMRAD radar is 58 ft above the ground and the antenna aperture 

rotates on a 31-ft moment arm.   The aperture center, therefore,  rises about 10 ft at a typical 

target-tracking angle of 20''.   This movement of the aperture center, the primary feed horn atd 

the aparture edges is shown in Fig. 4. 

Figure 5 shows the fence attenuation at th ; aperture center for various fence he^hts a,id 

fence distances when the radar is elevated to 20''.    Although the actual clutter signal received 

is an aperture-integrated effect, for the present, the center aperture field may be taken as a 

measure of the fence clutter rejection.    The received field is strongly biased toward this value 

by the aperture illumination taper and by the circular aperture shape.    Furthermore,   ..ntenna 

pattern measurements indicated that, a major portion of the side-lobe structure was caused by 

forward spillover from the centrally located primary feed. 
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Fig. 5.   Calculated one-way clutter reduction and minimum 
unobstructed tracking angle (elevation angle 20°). 

Figure 5 B1~,O shows the minimum unobstructed target-trackinp angle defined as that elevation 

angle where the antenna aperture bearr cylinder is just taiij ent to the top edge of the fence.    As 

the shield is in the near field of the radar, further depression will affect the radiation patterns. 

This situation is considered in Sec. II-D. 

It is evident from Fig. 5 that,  to realize high clutter attenuation and low target-tra'kin'r 

angles, the shield must be high and far away,  and therefore expensive.    It will also be difficult 

to achieve a one-way clutter rejection ereater than approximately 20 to 24 db with a reasonable 

structure. 

A trade off among clutter rejection,  minimum target angle and fence cost resulted in the 

selection of a shield 100 ft high at a distance of 500ft.    This theoretically provided a nominal 

40-db two-way clutter attenuation and permitted unobstructed target tracking to about 7.8° 

elevation. 

Since the radar has a principal se .tor of interest,  the shield was made triangular instead 

of circular to economize on fence perimeter and cost.    The final configuration is shown in Fig. 6. 

To prevent damage to the receiver front er.d when the antenna beam i ■ depressed onto the 

shield,  the latter is slanted 15° away from the radar. 

At first a solid-surface fence was proposed.    However,  structural considerations led to a 

mesh surface which is an effective reflector of microwave energy and is frequently used for 

parabolic reflectors.    For clutter -ejection application,  the energy transmission must be sub- 

stantially lower than the clutter rejection figure; therefore,  a relatively fine mesh,  0.25-m. 

square with 0.047-in. steel wire,  was specified.    (The calculated transmission of this size mesh 

is —30db.)   The mesh was galvanizec' after weaving,  and was firmly attached to the support 

structure to prevent the generation of any contact noise. 

In addition to the reduction of terrain clutter echoes,  the shield will provide a slightly lower 

(approximately 6°K) antenna noise temperature because of the small fraction of energy,  previ- 

ously h'tting the ground,  now being directed outward by the fence. 
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Fig. 6.   Fence layout. 
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Fig. 7.   Vertical power distribution caused 
by integrated clutter. 
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In the course of experimental investigation, the straight fence was modeled at a wavelength 

of 8.57 mm (scale factor 26.7). As the theoretical diffraction curve represents a rigorous solu- 

tion,  an experimental agreement indicates a satisfactory test site (see Sec. III). 

B.    Integrated Ground Clutter 

Radar ground clutter signals form an extended target both in angle of arrival and in range. 

For a specific range there will be an angular distribution of signals from the horizon to a maxi- 

mum elevation angle a      corresponding to the maximum height of the mountainous terrain. 

In addition,  clutter arriving at the angle o   will also arrive,  as a ground reflected wave,  at 

the angle —a.    The ground reflection coefficient is essentially -1 for either linear polarization 

becausi of the small grazing angle. 

Without a fence,  the field intensity at height g,  due to a clutter signal arriving at angle a, 

may be written 

E( „    \        j(27rA) gsino        -i(27r/x) gsina      ,.    .   , 2ir       .      , g.tt^e-' B -eJ 6 =2;)sin( — gsma) (6a) 

and the power 

P(g.a) 2 [ 1 — cos ( -^ g sin n)] (6b) 

This equation shows the familiar sinusoidal distribution with height which would be obtainej if 

the field due to a single clutter element were probed.    For an antenna at a given height,  certain 

clutter arrival angles are suppressed and others enhanced because of the ground-reflection effect. 

As the actual cluUer signal is angularly incoherent,   integration can be used to obtain the 

average power.    Assuming that the return is uniformly distributed to some maximum angle «  , 

P(g.O0) = ~ r0oP(g.a)da =2 1 - 

/4)rg sinav 

4itg sin a (7) 

With an angular spread of clutter signals,  the vertical energy distribution is no longer 

sinusoidal but rapidly approaches a constant value.    1 >.is is shown in Fig. 7 and indicates that 

an antenna,  well off the ground,   is subject to an essentially constant clutter field. 

When a fence of height h is introduced, the clutter field becomes 

E(g.o) = 

the power is 

P(g,a) 

ikr ^  flgtV + J«*,)) e-Jkhrsina -[gU.,) + jfCw^)) eJkhr8ina} (8) 

(g^Wj)  + f^Wj)]   + (g^Wj)  + f^Wj)] 

— [g(w|) g^w_i' + f'w ' f'w_i'l cos(2kh sina) 

+ (f(w.) g(w_.) — g(w.) f(w  .)] sin(2kh sina) (9) 

where 
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Fig. 8.   Ground reflection geometry. 
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As the auxiliary functions g(w) and f(w) are well behaved and slowly varying,  their arithmetic 

and gLometric means can as a first approximation be replaced by their average values 

P(g>(v)^[g2(w ) + fZ(w  )] [1 -cos(2kh sina)] (10) 

The field now is independent of he antenna height g (except as determined by the diffraction 

function factor). For certain clutter angles, determined now by the fence height, the entire field 

is enhanced or,  to the approximation made,  vanishes. 

As in Eq. (7),   the angularly integrated clutter can be written 

p(g.o0) = ig (wo) + f 'V r" ~ 
sin!2kha   )l 

o I 
(2khfv   ) o 

(U) 

where the integrated field,  for large fence heights,  approaches the zero-angle-of-arrival 

diffraction function. 

Note that the-field does not vanish on the ground surface;  this is because all the waves be- 

hind the fence have not been included.    Another spectrum of waves is diffracted by the fence edge 

and reflected from the ground immediately i.i front of the antenna.    This series of waves,  due to 

the larger diffraction angle,   is considerably weaker than tha'. diffracted directly into the antenna 

by the fence edge.    The two series of waves are presented in Fig. 8. 

Figure 9 shows the range of the two fence-diffracted waves as the arrival angle ranges from 

o = ±1" for the 100-ft fence at a distance of 500ft. Note tha* "ie foreground reflected waves are 

about 15 db weaker due to their larger diffraction angle. In addi ion, these waves will not be re- 

flected completely from the foreground, as the incident angle is about 10°. Finally, at a typical 

antenna tracking angle of 20°, these waves arrive about 30" from the beam axis and will be fur- 

ther attenuated. For these reasons, the foreground diffracted waves are neglected in further 

calculations. 

C.    Fence Edge Treatment 

1.     Simple Serrations 

In the early stages of the AMRAD program,  V.-s possibility existed that greater clutter sup- 

pression was necessary than the nonunal 20 db obtainable from a simple fence of reasonable size. 
8-10 

A number of suggestions have appeared in the literature to reduce the shadow field behind an 

edge or disk.    These have included edge serrations, thick edges,  properly located holes or slots, 

and phase-changing tubes.    Structurally,  the edge serration appeared to be the simplest for this 

application anc was first investigated by Wheeler Laboratories both theoretically and 

experimentally. 

Basically,  the method consists of making sections of the shield at two or more different 

heights,  S^J *l ■•L the path k-ngths to the region ot" interest differ by a half wavelength and the 

I 
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Fig. 10.   Serration geometry. 
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Fig. 11.   Calculated vertical field distribution behind serrated fence. 
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field is essentially canceled in this region.    By further adjusting the serration widths,  complete 

cancellation is theoretically possible at a selected point.    A fence serration geomet/y is shown 

in Fig. 10. 

For the simplest,  or two-height serration,  the field may be written,  from Eq. (3),  by 

superposition 

Jkro 
Eig.a) = (0.5 -A) S—-- (g(u  ) + jf(u)] 

\ Z 

+ (0.5 + A) *— (g(u.) + jflu.)] e-^h äina 

-Jl 1 1 
(12) 

wher< 

o        s    \ 

.w 2r, 
sin 

^o — a 

2 

^1 - a 

As the clutter signal and its ground reflection arrive symmetrical to the horizon, the serration 

depth is chosen for cancellation at the antenna center for a horizontally avriving signal. 

Figure 11 s>..ows the calculated field distribution for the serrated fence compared to the 

straight-edge fence.    Cancellation was chosen at 68ft above ground (antenna center for a 19' 

tracking angle).    A complete null will not be realized because the mesh transmission sets a 

30-db limit.    In addition,  for other clutter arrival angles the null shifts up or down along the 

aperture about 8.7 ft per degree.    This effect Is shown In Fig. 12 where the contributions for 

a = —1°,   0°,  and +1° have been added Incoherently.    These clutter contributions have been 

weighted 0.5,   1.0 and 0.5.    Comparison Is made,  In Fig. 12, with the knife edge computed on the 

same basis.    Finally, the neglected foreground reflected waves,  about 35 db down (see Fig. 9), 

and other leakages will set a limit to the obtainable suppression. 

2.     Double Serrations 

The serration principle can be extended to more than a single step.    By increasing the num- 

ber of serration steps, the region of low response can be Increased In width.    The Idea is simi- 

lar to that of stag °r tuning In electrical circuits.    Figure 13 shows the field distribution of a 

two-step serration.    Here,  In theory,  a 27-db one-way suppression (Including mesh transmlt- 

tlvity) Is obtained over the central 30-ft region of the circular aperture. 

The problem still exists of determining the response of the large 60-ft aperture,  when ele- 

vated to a typical tracking angle, to this complex clutter field.    Because of the significant 

direct pickup of the centrally located Cassegrainian primary feed,  this was resolved by scale- 

mdel measuremer.s. 

The first edge treatment Investigated at Lincoln Laboratory,  at a frequency scale factor of 

26.7,  was the sta-    ^r-tuned arrangement shown in Fig. 13.    The experimental vertical field dis- 

tributions werf emely disappointing.    Further probing of the field In the horizontal plane, 

at the level of e ^ected cancellation,  revealed periodic oscillations of large amplitude.    Clearly, 

the simple analysis based on Eq. (12) was Inadequate. 
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Fig. 13.   Calculated vertical field distin. uon 
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3.     Serration "Resonance" 

Before embarking on a mathematical derivation,   it is wsll to explain the source of the 

difficulty by means of physical reasoning.    Consider a point P at distance d behind the ft nee 

and y below the edge.    To an observer at P,  the top of the serrated fence appears as a line 

source with a square-wave phase function </>(x),  as shown in Fig. 14.    The radiation arriving at 

P is further delayed by the increasec" jjath length to each section. 

Fig. 14.   Phaio contributions ot general point P. 

H«h- 

SERRATION PHASE 

MTH-LENOTH 
PHASE DELAY 

1MI-M»| 

When the observer is at the cancellation level,  where ip = n,  the edge appears as a series 

of out-of-phase sections.    The contribution from the central region essentially vanishes.    How- 

ever, the square-wave phase function can be represented as a staircase function where each 

step is TT radians,  as shown in Fig. 15(a).    When the slope of the indicated path-length delay is 

equal and opposite to the staircase slope,  that region of the edge will appear in phase to the ob- 

server and may create a substantial field.    Additional sets of resonant regions may be found by 

considering equivalent staircase functions having larger slopes where each step is in.  Sir,  etc. 

One additional feature of the field can be predicted from physical reasoning.    The alter- 

nating phase function (p{x) leads to an oscillatory field as the observer moves parallel to the 

shield (increasing 6  ir. Fig. 14).    This can be seen by taking the origin (x = 0) at the edge of a 

step.   The function <p{x) is odd and contributes zero signal at P.   Now,   if the observation point 

is moved so 6 = a/2,  the function <p(x) is even and the resonance pair is in phase to contribute 

a maximum signal.    Maxima are therefore separated by the serration width a. 

Further insight is given by an equivalent approach utilizing Fresnel zones.    Figure 15(b) 

shows a few Fresnel zones drawn on the fence from the observation point P.    The lower part of 

the figure is obtained for y = 0,  while the upper part is obtained when P is at the cancellation 

region.    Interesting behavior occurs where the width of the Fresnel zones is equal to the ser- 

ration width.    The contribution of the slots is thei' seen to be in phase at P,  and a resonant (or 

stationary-phase) region exists.   Higher order resonances occur where there are 3, 5,. . ., 
Fresnel zones in a serration width. 

Examination of the geometry leads to the conclusion that the interference of the first-order 

rosonant regions creates an oscillatory field of a period equal to that of the serrations as P 

moves in a direction parallel to the fence edge.    This analysis can be extended to multiple-step 

serrations.    For example,   in the case of the double serrations shown in Fig. 13,  the first-order 

stationary-phase region occurs where there are two Fresnel zones per period of serrations. 

13 
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(a)  Phase at cancellation level. 
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(b)  Fresnel zones on fence. 

Fig. ^5.   Constructions for explai: ing serration resonance. 
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4.     Mathematical Derivation 

By suppressing the edge-diffraction function and assuming equal-amplitude contributions 

from adjacent sections of the serrated shield,  the field at P may be written for the geometry 

of Fig. 14 as 

e(..a) = CS 0(e) ejLPUU^gP - Ul e*"" dx (13) 

where 

2S = the total length of the shield 

0(6) = an obliquity function which may be taken as cos O 

^(x)=2 (-i)n 

and 

e^"'= C08f  +j(-l)nsinf 

where n takes integer vilues equal to the serration number as x increases.    The square-w.ve 

function (-l)n may be written by Fourier series expansion: 

00 

f(x) = (-l)n=i   I    fferTVos(2m + l)f(x + 6) 
m=p 

Substituting in Eq. (13) and neglecting constant factors, 

,       ,      f8  exp MZirLAlJl +(x2/L2)l 

J-S 1 + (x /L ) 

.00 -I 

x   cosf+jisinf    l   (^lf;icos(2m + l)|(x + ö)]dx (14) 

m-o 

The integral may be evaluated by the method of stationary phase where, for large t, 

^S 

-S 
£5

g(x)e^dx=Jfg(x0 

exp{j[th<xo) *(jr/4)l} 

Jth^f 
(15) 

V 

where x   is the stationary phase point in the integration interval. 
The first term of Eq. (14) has a stationary point at x = 0,  and the remaining terms have 

symmetric sets of points located at 

JbL(2m * 1) V/Za 
xo =—■       ' f   ' 

4\ -((2m-^ 1) X/2a)2 

I he field at P can then be written,  neglecting constants 

9     U2irL/X)      .8     .    *     V       l-l)m    L      [(2m ♦ 1) M2  1/4 

e(v.a) = co^f Jy™UI  ' + j- sinf     h    (tST+T)   * " \      2a       I   j 
m=o 

(16) 

X cos(2m + 1) - 6 exp{j(2ffLA) /l - ((2m + 1) x/Za)2} (17) 
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p first term of Eq. (17) rep -esents the contribution of the edge in-phase components which 

v at the cancellation level where «. = *.    The summation terms are 'he contribution of the 

unuv^ired resonant regions;  their angular position is shown in Fig. 16,  which ts plotted from 

Eq. (16).    Since we desire to eliminate these regions,  we need consider the location of the first 

region only.    This occurs for m < 1.  and the length of fence 2S satisfies 

S< (3\/2a) L 

Mi -CU/Za)2 

ir. which case Eq. (17) becomes 

*{v.a) - cos | eJ(2'LA'     j | sin f {[1 - (X2/^2)]1/4 cos ^} 

(18) 

(19) X expij(2)rl.A) Vl - (\2/4a2)l 

If the field is probed horizontally,  we measure the power 

PiV.a) -. cos2 f + (|)2 sin2 ? {(1 - (X^a2)]1/2 cos2 | 6} 

+ ^8inf cos|  {|1 -(X2/4a2)ll/4 cos f ö) sinful -JTI^ÄI2)]}   .   (20) 

^1 

Fig. 16.   Location of stationary phase points 
on serrated fence. 
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On the basis of thin approximate analysis we find that,   at various levels below the edge, 

the horizontally probed field exhibits different behavior^. 

{■.i)    At the level of *hc edge,  where «> = 0,  or if the edge is not serrated, 

P(0,cv) = 1 UM) 

or no horizontal dependence. 

(b) At the expe-ted serration cancellation level,   where <p = t, 

PU,«) = (~)2 [1 -(\Z/-la2)l cos2  - 6 (22) 
TT      ' a 

Note that there are complete nulls with a spacing equal to a (the 

serration wicth).    For only one undesired resonance,   a/x varies 

between approximately 1 and 2 (Fig. 16),   and the maximum field 

is almost 8 db higher than if there were no serration.    I urther- 

more,  the existence of this horizontally periodic field at the 

cancellation level is a definite indication of the presence of the 

undesired resonant region on the fence edge.    However,  to meas- 

ure this field properly,   a nondirective probe must be jsed to 

respond to the off-axis sources. 

(c) At an intermediate level,  the field also has interesting behavior. 

Since the last factor of the last term of Eq. (20) has an oscilla- 

tory behavior,   its limiting values are approximately 

PC«»,«) 
Z  <p   ,  . 8 |2     .   Z  w 

cos     j   + (—)    sm     2   cos 21Ö±2(8) 

0 0 JT    » * sin i   COi? y   cos — 6 

P{0,a) ~ [— sin j cos — Ö * cos £ I 

At a vertical level,  where tan((/)/2) = ^/8, 

P(c,o) 
2   0... TT    .,2 

cos     y  I1 * c03 - öl 

4 sin    [j- 6) 

A 4   ,   TT     .. 
4 cos    (-5— 0) (23) 

In other words,  the spacing between nulls is now 2a,  or twice 

the cancellation level period. 

To eliminate these off-axi~ resonant regions,   it is njcessary to make the serration width 

small.    From Fig. 16 it is seen that a width less than \/Z is required for a fence of infinite 

length;  whereas,  for a screen where S = I.,  a width less than \ 'v2 is necessary. 

An analysis r imilar to that performed for the straight shield above can be set up for a 

circular shield.    The general results are similar,  and the angular position of the first resonant 

region is now given by 

* Actually, 0* no level are the contributions from adjacent sections of the serrated fence exactly equal in Doth 
amplitude and phase.   Small oscillations are therefore always expected. 
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Fig. 17.   Computed curve giving field ct cancellation region vs serration width. 
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Fig. 18.   Geometry for grating-lobe calculation. 
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2 a (24) 

or identical to Fig. 16. 

5.     Computer Analysis 

Prior to the mathematical analysis,  the original basic equation (13) was programmed.    As 

machine computation is a summation,   the contribution of each step was summed according to 

sinUaA) e 

(ira/X) e 
V (-1) 

n ~ """ "n . exp[j(27r/A)(VL2 + n2aZ - L)l 

A2 + nV 
(25) 

The summation was carried out over the entire length of the fence as a function of the serra- 

tion width.    The result for the field at the cancellation level is shown in Fig. 17 for the case 

whore I, = S.    There is a negligible signal for serration widths less than A A/2,  a rapid increase 

at this point when the first resonance appears at the far end of the shield,  and a constant level 

until the next resonant region appears a^ a width a = 3xA/X    For larger widths,   both resonant 

regions are present and,  due to their different path lengths,   beat with each other and form a 

"standing-wave" pattern as a is varied.    Since the relative comributions of the varioub reso- 

nant "egions are in the ratio of the cc efficients of a square-wave Fourier expansion,  namely 
1 to j ,  the expected SWR of Z;l is confirmed by Fig. 17. 

Although this commutation was made early in the program, the result was not completely 

undei stood until the mathematical analysis was maac. The field behind the fence also proved 

to be more complex than would have been predicted by simple array grating-lobe theory. 

6.     Grating-Lobe Approach 

Additional insight into the horizontal plane behavior of the serrations may be gained by con- 

sidering them as constituting a one-dimensional transmission grating.    At the level corresponding 

to the cancellation region,  the grating elements mutv be taken as alternating in sign.    Figure 18 

shows such a grating with rays A and B incident at angle i.    The emerging ravs C and D will 

add in phase at angle 9  when the combined path length difference and alternating sign of the 
elements satisfy the condition 

m 

-r- (a sinö ~ a sin i) ± r = ±Zmi 

Grating lobes will therefore occur when 

(26) 

sine =[± (-^^)- -I sini] < il|      (n = 0,1,2,3....) (27) 

For normal incidence i = 0,  and Eq.(27) gives the same imormation found in Fig. 16.    Since 

the observation point P is located symmetrically in the near field of the grating,  the "gratinj 

lobes" would appear symmetrically on the fence as "resonant" regions.    P would then be in the 
far field of each resonant region. 

The effect of off-axis signals (i > 0) is to reduce the effectiveness of the serrations,  since 

the position of one of the resonant regions shifts toward the center of the fence.    Consider,  for 

example,  a straight fence with simple serrations of width a = 0.65X.    Grating lobes occur at 

±50.25° for normal incidence.    If such a fence is sufficiently short so it intercepts an angle 
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somewhat smaller than ? X 50.25* = 100.5* at P, no resonant regions would be observed.    How- 

ever, if the angle of incidence is now changed to +22.65*, Eq. (27) shows that a resonant region 

would appear at -22.65°, the direct signal at +22.65° being effectively     'ppressed.    Figure 19 

illustrat.d this behavior for all angles of incidence.   To avoi i all resonant regions for any oblique 

angle of incidence,   the serration width must be less than X/4 if the directivity of the slot is 

neglected. 
The round fence can be treated in a similar way,  but here the effective angle of incidence 

takes on the full range of values from 0° to 90° for any fence radius,    Consequently,  grating lobes 

will always exist,  unless a < \/2.    For the above example,  where a     0.65X,  the incident wave 

would be effectively suppressed,  only to appear again as a pair of resonances at ±50.25° to its 

original direction. 

Fig. 19.   Grating-lobe angle 6 vs ongle 
of incidnece i. 

(dtg) 

D.   Tracking with Fence Obscuration 

The effect of the fence on the radar tracking performance is also of interest.    As the an- 

tenna is depressed from a high elevation angle,   it is subject to an interfering field scattered 

from the edge of the fence.    This effect is similar to the normal radar tracking error due to a 

ground-reflected wave.    However,   it is smaller,   since at grazing angles the ground-reflected 

wave is about the same strength as the direct wave,  whereas the fence-edge diffraction is at 

least 6db down.    Therefore,   as long as the antenna beam cylinder is clear oi the fence edge, 

the tracking error caused is not serious, 
At the other cxtremt is the case where the entire an'.enna aperture is in the fence shadow. 

Here the antenna is subject only to the cylindrical wave originating on the fence edge.    The radar 

wil! track the source of these wa-es,  i.e.,  the top of the fence,   and provide no useful data in 

elevation angle. 
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Kor the geometry under consideration,  a largo intermediate region exists where the . itenna 

aperture   is partially obscured b ■ thj shield's geometric shadow.    To analyze the trackir » prob- 

lem,   we consider,   for simplicity,   a uniform rectangular aperture half shielded by an "ideal 

screen."   Such a screen is defined as one that creates a geometric shadow step function and is 

a convenient approximation to the fence-diffracted field. 

U-M-MH| 

PARAMETRIC 
AMPLIFIER 

T 

* ^ PARAMETRIC 
AMPLIFIER 

, n LIMITER h 
I 

— AGC 
|     PHASE 
1 DETECTOR 
1 

'< 

Fig. 20.   Tracking circuitry. 

A block diagram of the monopulse tracking circuitry is shown in Fig. 20. The signals from 

the two elevation horns. gAu) and g_1(u). are fed into a microwave hybrid. The outputs are the 

sum and difference signals 

S = gjdi) + g^u) 

A = gjlu) -g.^u) 

(28) 

(29) 

Since this is an amplitude-sensing monopulse system,   g^u) and g_1(u) represent two off-axis 

beams,   each being formed by the entire aperture.    To explain the half-obstructed case,   it is 

useful to write g,(u) and g  ,(u) in a form showing the contribution of each half of the aperture. 

Mathematically,   the horn outputs,   referred to the center of the aperture,  are: 

Unobstructed Case 

g^u) = 

g.l'") 

r  jI(u+Uo)/2] 
e 

2 
+ 

-j[(u+uo)/2] 
e 

2 

sin((u + uo)/21 

(u + uo)/2 

sin(u + u  ) o 
u + uo 

r jt(u-u )/21 
e 

2 
f 

-JKU-UJ^H 
e 

sinl(u -uo)/2] 

(u - u )/2 

sin(u — u  ) 

(30) 

(31) 

Half-Shielded Case 

J!(u+u)/2] 

g^u) = 
sin|(u + uo)/2] 

(u + u  )/?. o 
(32) 
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Fig. 21.   Colculofed Individual horn outputs. Fig. 22.   Calculated output of hybrid sum port. 
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Fig. 23.   Calculated output of hybrid 
difference port. 
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JK"-"'»^2'      Sin|(u-u )/2] 
g.jlu) 2 •  —u ~ u„)/2 (33) 

where 

IT A sinO 

jrA    .   „ u    = -— sine o       \ o 

A = rectangular aperture width 

0     - beam squint angle 
o 

O = off-axis angle. 

The horn outputs g,(u) and g  ,(u) arc plotted in Kig. 21 for the unobstructed and half-shielded 

cases.    The amplitude of the sum and difference is shown in Kigs. 22 and 23,   respectively.    It 

should be noted that in Kig. 23 the moi.opulso difference null has disappeared in the half-shielded 

case,   and the general appearance of the difference amplitude function resembles that of the sum. 

To examine the operation of the ampiitude-scnsing monopulse system in the normal and 

half-shielded -^ses,   reference is again made to Fig. 20.    After amplification and coherent 

mixing,   the sum and difference signals are fed through variable gain (AGO IK amplifiers.    Since 

the AGC is on the sum channel,  the output obtained from the difference channel is A/E.    The 

signals now pass through a phase-sensitive detector (a multiplier) and a low-pass filter to re- 

move the double-frequency term.    The detector output voltage is proportional to 

E    = JE  E .|k cos(fv    -a . + aj = lAT cosCa    -a . + a   ) s   d 
(34) 

where E    and E., are the phase detector inputs,   and o    and tv . are their phases.    The term a s d s a a 
is a phase adjustment provided in the system.    The exponent k   is the linearity characterlalic 

of the detector which was determined experimentally and is shown in Fig. 24 to be close 1o unity. 

In a normal amplitude-sensing monopulse system,  a     is essentially constant,   while «^ 

varies from zero to TT  rather sharply when going through boresight.    At boresight,   the phase 

difference (o    - a .) is equal to r/Z,   so a    is set to zero.    When Eq.(34) is evaluated,   the re- 
S Q 3 

suit is an error signal which changes sign at boresight,   as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 25. 

If the aperture is half shielded,   both a    and a    vary as the target goes, mrough boresight. 

The oMase difference '«    — a .) is stPl equal to it/Z at boresight,   so «    need not br    hanged. r '   s        d a 
Evaluation of Eq.(34) yields a reasonable error voltage,   as indicated by the dashed curve in 

Fig. 25. 
Wo have shown that for an "ideal shield" there will be no tracking error.    However,  because 

of diffraction effects,   there exists a gradual phase change of 45' going from the illuminated to the 

shadow region.    This phase tilt will cause less than a quarter beam-width error.    Finally,   when 

the antenna is half shielded,  there will be a 6-db loss of antsnna gain (i2-db two-way). 

-O 

III.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A.   Scale Model 

Th(   nominal scale factor of 26.7 was determined by the availability of a narrow-band 1-watt 

klystron operating at 35Gcps,   which led to a model of manageable size.    The choice of a com- 

mercially available 30-in.   aluminum spinning gave a model dish with a diameter 17-percent 
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F!g. 24.   Measured phase detector characteristics. 
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Fig. 25.   Calculated error voltage output. 
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oversize and a focal length 11-percent too long.    The desired f/d ratio of 0.25 was consequently 

reduced slightly.    A Cassegrainian geometry was used with a single-horn feed,   Instead of the 

actual 4-horn monopulse cluster.    This reduced the forward feed spillover past the subreflector, 

but a great deal remained,   as became evident from the secondary patterns.    The dish was 

mounted on the test pedestal at a faithfully scaled offset from the elevation axis. 

The model fence was about 7ft high due to the particular test site topography (Fife. 26).    Its 

effective height,  relative to the pedestal's elevation axis,  was measured carefully with a sur- 

veyor's level.    Since the angle of arrival does determine the effective height of the fence,    lie 

-0.25° arrival anfele at the test site increased the effective model fence height by about i in.,  or 

about 2.2 ft on the full-size fence.    Tnis was taken into consideration when comparing the data 

with theot,.tical curves for zero arrival angle. 

I  
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METAL  COVER FOR  FOLDED DOOR 

30-in   DIAMETER MODEL DISH 

  FENCE 

12-in  DIAMETER OlSH-f 
(39 Gcpt. I«', 

CLUTTER GENERATOR 

NOTE: 
TEST CUBICLE 
DIMENSIONS-20 x 20 x 2CM1 
Idcowing not to «coll! 

2000 f! 

Fig. 26.   Geometry of scale-model test site. 

The experimental fence consisted of four 8-ft sections of galvanized solid-steel sheet,  since 

a mesh structure was not practical at the scale-model frequency.    The required fence distance 

of 500ft was scaled down to 18.75ft,  but the total length of 32ft corresponds to about 850ft, 

which exceeds the actual Tence length by 110 ft.    Most of the measurements were made on the 

straight vertical fence,  but later a round fence was approximated by placing the four fence sec- 

tions along chords of the appropriate circle.    Both straight and circular fences were temporarily 

inclined for the purpose of reducing multiple reflections. 

B.    Test Site 

The 2000-ft ground-reflection range at the Lincoln Laborato.-y Antenna Test Facility was 

used for all experimental work.    A 1-ft transmitter dish,  placed near the ground,  provided the 

simulated clutter.    Care was necessary in exact adiustment of the transmitter height in order 

to provide a sufficiently uniform field above the fence.    It turned out that the results did not 

change appreciably when the field intensity tapered down fairly rapidly above the fence edge,   as 

can happen with a ground-reflect.on range. 

Severe problems of spurious reflections from the site building onto the fence were expti-i- 

enced.    There were excessively large metallic areas on the building,  only portions of which 
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(a)  Side view. (b)  Front view showing serrations. 

Fig. 27.   Experimental setup. 

¥* 

Fig. 28.   Probe tower. 
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could be covered with absorbing matci ml ah shown in 1'iy. 27.    (This problem would not fxist 

for the full-size antenna which is> taller than the surrounding buildings.)   The inner Hide of the 

fence was covered with absorbing material to reduce some of the multiple reflections.    However, 

a sufficiently wide strip near the '.op of the fence was left bare to avoid interfering with the ser- 

rations when they wore introduced.    This bare strip was shown to penurb the diffracted field 

appreciably at low signal levels.    By tilting the fence and increasing the absorber-covered areas 

on the building,   some of this interference w;;s eliminated. 

C.    Experimental Procedure 

The field distribution at the dish aperture was measured with a small horn which was fas- 

tened to a movable carriage on the tower shown in Fig. 28.    The apparatus was instrumented for 

automatic operation with a standard antenna pattern recorder.    To minimize pickup of spurious 

signals,   absorbing material with a small gap for the waveguide at the neck of the horn was placed 

in front of the tower. 
Clutter suppression of the fence was determined by taking ati elevation pa.'   rn of the model 

dish with and without a fence.    The difference in signal level gave a measure of the fence effec- 

tiveness at all elevation angles for the particular test site and model dish geometry.    The pedes- 

tal supporting the model dish and the probe tower were mounted on a large turntable,  which could 

be easi!" turned to place either dish or probe in tes* position.    Nearly all the data were taken 

with the serrations installed in place.    Metallic strips were used to cover the serrations and 

thus obtain a straight-edge fence;  this provided a valuable check and quick evaluation of the edge 

tres'.ment.    The term "covered fence" will be used to indicate absence of edge treatment,   while 

"straight fence" will refer to the linear (as distinguished from the circular) fence.    All the ex- 

perimental data presented in this section of the report are for the straight and vertical fence 

having the following full-size dimensions: 

Distance = 500 ft 

Height = tOO ft 

Length = 850 ft 

D,   Straight "Covered" Fence 

An early measurement program for the full-scale fence distances of 200, 400 and 800ft 

at a number of heights showed reasonable agreement with the theoretical calculations summa- 

rized in Fig. 5.    Similar results were obtained for vertical and horizontal polarization. 

More detailed data were taken for the case corresponding to a 100-ft fence at a distance of 

500ft.    The measured vertical field distribution be'iind the fence is compared with the theoretical 

curve in Fig. 29.    The curve obtained with a large horn shows larger attenuation as it discrimi- 

nates against off-axis signals;  the small horn shows better agreement.    There is slight pertur- 

bation of the field below the 20-db level caused by multiple reflection.-  at the site,  but this did 

not appear to affect the results significantly. 
A measure of the reduction of clutter received by the model dish is presented in Fie. 30. 

The upper (solid) curve is a conventional elevation pattern taken without the fence.    The main 

beam was taken with 30-db attenuation so it could be displayed on the same chart for calibration 

purposes.    The side lobes are not as narrow,  nor do they decay as rapidly as one would expect. 

" -    .. 
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Kxamination of the primary Iced patterns leads to identification of much of this radiation as 

direct forward spillover past the subreflector.    The lower (dashed) curve is an elevation pattern 

taken in presence of the covered fence.    The level of this curve is generally above 20db below 

that of the solid curve,   which is in good agreement with Fig. 5.    Although there is no exact one- 

to-one correspondence between the two curves,   an approximate correspondence is observed if 

the dashed curve is moved down (to the left) about 3".    This is evidently due to the apparent lino 

source at the lop of the fence,   which now becomes a clutter source of reduced intensity.    Below 

7.8'.   the disli beam cylinder becomes obscured by the fence;   clutter is not suppressed appreci- 

ably in this region and is actually increased at some angles.    For example,   at S" there is a 

maximum,   corresponding roughly to the dish looking at the line source at the top of the fence. 

E.   Straight Fence with Wide Serrations 

The theoretical analysis in Sec. I[-C-4 showed that wide serrations are subject to "resonances. 

This was confirmed in some detail for the case of simple serrations.    Figure 31 presents typical 

small-horn probes of the field in the horizontal plane for Z.4K serrations.    The data were taken 

at two different heights in the aperture region of the model dish.    The predicted doubling of the 

spatial "frequency" iii the cancellation region is evident in part (b) of the .'.'gure.    By usiiig the 

large horn,  we obtained generally similar results,  except that in the cancellation region the peak 

level of the oscillations was about 3.5db below the level of the covered fence.    When allowance 

was made for the directivity of both horns at the angle (12°) corresponding to the first resonant 

region,  the true peak of the oscillations was estimated to be about 3.5 and 5.5 rib above the level 

of the covered fence for the small and large horn,   respectively.    The theoretical value is nearly 

8db [see Eq. (22)). 

Below the cancellation region,  the peak of the oscillations ttnded to rise again with respect 

to the level of the covered fence,  and the spatial frequency tended to return to that near the top 

of the aperture,   in accordance with theory. 

A polarizption sensitivity was observed,  since the apparent cancellation region occurred 

about 4.5 ft (fuil scale) higher for vertical polarization than it did for horizontal polarization. 

This region could be identified by the doubling of spatial frequency and the observation of mini- 

mum peak signal with respect to the covered fence level.    Deep nulls between peaks usually oc- 

curred in this region.    Consideration of inductive and capacitive gratings will show that the 

ohase shift of each is of the proper sign to displace the cancellation region in the obsetved 

direction. 

Clutter suppression with the 2.4X serration was found to be neither uniform nor substantially 

improved when the elevation pattern of the model dish \.as compared with that for the covered 

fence. 

When the serration width was reduced to one wavelength,  the fence behaved in a similar way. 

The measured level of the oscillations in the cancellation region was lower,  as seen in Fig. 32. 

However, this was due to the directivity of the small probe horn at 30° off axis,  where the first 

resonance occurs for ->. = \.    After allowance was made for this,  the peak level of the oscillations 

was estimated to be a few decibels higher than the predicted figure of 7.5db above the level of 

the covered fence. 
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F,   Straight Fence with Narrow Serrations 

Since the theory appeared to be supported by the experimental results,  a sufficiently narrow 

serration was chosen,   so there was no predicted resonance on the experimental fence.    It was 

expected that polarization sensitivity would increase for the narrower slots,  and this is clearly 

shown »n Fig. 33 for a = 0.65X.    The centers of the cancellation region have a deep null in the 

case of both polarizations,   and they are now separateu by about 13 It (full scale).    Th  re was a 

fluctuation in this separation amounting to several feet over the course of an extended measure- 

ment period.    For 45° polarization,  the null occurred midway between those shown in the figure. 

Figure 34 shows the virtual elimination of the horizontal plane oscillations,  as predicted for 

this serration width.    A substantial reduction in the residual signal was achieved when the same 

fence was temporarily inclined about 14° away from the vertical.    This is evidently a further 

manifestation of low-level multiple reflections at the site which could not be eliminated without 

an excessive amount of effort.    The actual field at the cancellation level may consequently be 

considerably below that shown in Fig. 34. 

A measure of the clutter suppression in the case of verticJ polarization is given in Fig. 35 

for a suitable null location.    The additional clutter reduction of the serrated fence is seen to be 

somewhat uneven,  averaging about 8 db for a dish elevation angle greater than 20°.    When the 

null location was varied by changing the serration length  b,   the results showed that its position 

was not critical when the feed horn offset from the elevation axis was 20ft (full scale).    Maxi- 

mum suppression occurs when the feed horn is in the null,  as will be shown in S.-'c. III-G. 

The null position in the case of horizontal polarization was much too low when vertical polar- 

ization was optimized. However, clutter suppression tended to be quite similar for either polar- 

ization for the same null height. 

Some methods for equalizing the null locations were tried.    A strip of metal up to about f X 

wide raised the location of the nulls of both polarizations a distance of about 5ft (full scale) when 

placed across the top of the serrations.    Greater width tended to make the null narrower and 

shallower.    When this strip was replaced by closely spaced horizontal wires,  the null o; the 

horizontal polarization was selectively raised.    Additional selective raising of the horizontal 

polarization null was achieved by stretching wires horizontally across the serrations and sepa- 

rating them by a distance comparable to the serratiot. width a (Fig. 36).    Good contact was 

necessary.    The diame'er of the wires was about 0.6 in.  (full scale),  but this is probably not 

critical.    It is possible that both approaches may bring the nulls sufficiently close together,  al- 

though th's was aoi explored in detail because of difficulties of implementing these procedures 

accurately on the existing scale model. 

Further experimental work is required to determine the effect of the thickness of the experi- 

mental serrations.    For mechanical rigidity at the scale-model size,  these were cut into a metal 

sheet 0.18X thick.    No doubt this increased the observed polarization sensitivity.    A possible 

approach is to use printed-circuit techniques to construct very thin serrations for model work. 

It was found that a fiberglass sheet about >/30 thick did not disturb the null when placed over the 

0.65\ serrations,   if it extended suffic'nntly far above the top of the fence.    Substantially thicker 

sheets gave trouble in the cancellation region.    Apparently,  this technique may b«- used if care 

is taker, to avoid such problems. 

The frequency response of the thick experimental serrations also raised some problems. 

No detailed measurements were made but the available data for vertical polarization show that. 
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NO  AIUNUATION 

fQ at »TTENUATtOH IN LINE 

SIN&LL-HORN CASSEQRAtN 
FREOUENC» ■ 35 Gcpi 
VERTICAL   »OLARIJATiON 
0 ' 06SA,    & • 5.55k 
ELEVATION  AXIS IS 20 FEET (lull »toul BEHINU FEED 

HORN APERTURE     NUU   IS 11 FEET (foil 1C0I«) 
ABOVE ELEVATION AXIS, 

COVERED FENCE 

.       |l '1 SERRATED 
,        |j ,    ,   /     FENCE 

Si!'" Mill!1,! il>   «(l1 « 

ELEVATION   ANGLE   Idtjl 

Fig. 35.   Measured paftern of model dish in presence of covered (knife-fidge) and serrated fence. 

Flg. 36.   Method for equalizing null location. 
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as  X   increased,   the null moved ap.   contrary to expectations.    At a/x - 0.5,   the null moved up 

a distance of about 6ft (full scale) and became quite shallow      For horizontal polarization,   the 

null moved down as expected.    Since it occurred al a fairly low signal level for the particular 

serrations under test,   the effect on null depth is uncertain,   although its motion appeared oven 

more pronounced than for vertical polarization. 

Some efforts were made to increase the width of the cancellation region and thus increase 

clutter suppression over a greater range of elevation angles.    The possibility of staggering ser- 

ration depth,   while keeping their tops at the same height,   was explored,    This was easily done 

on the model fence with aluminum tape on the bottom of every other slot.    Various combinations 

led to the conclusion that some broadening is possible but at the expense of creating horizontal 

plane oscillations in the cancellation region.    This is a fairly com .'Heated effect directly related 

to the increase in effective  a due to the staggered serration depth.    The technique did not appear 

promising. 

To double-check the theory,   the fence distance was reduced to 214ft (full scale).    This in- 

creased the angle intercepted by the fence at the probe horn well beyond the point where the first 

resonance condition was satisfied.    The particular portions of the serrated edge generating the 

"grating lobes" were then identified by successively covering sections of the fence.    The theory 

was again vindicated.    Moreover,   it was found that relatively small portions of the entire fence 

length were in resonance for a fixed observation point.    The effect of the resonance,  as seen 

previously for the wider serrations,  was to introduce oscillations of per'od 2a in the horizontal 

plane.    The period of the oscillations was reduced to a in the cancellation region only when the 

resonant sections on either side of the observation point were uncovered simultaneously.    When 

allowance was made for the directivity of the probe horn,  the peak of the oscillations wasi esti- 

mated to be much above the level of the covered fence. 

G.    Optimum Geometry for Clutter Reduction 

Since it was recognized that a great deal of the clutter was caused by feed spillover,   it was 

of interest to determine the maximum benefit possible with a resonance-free serrated fence. 

Therefore,  the model dish was temporarily remounted on the test pedestal so that the elevation 

axis of rotation passed through the feed-horn aperture.    This kept the horn at the same point for 

all elevation angles.    Serration length b was next adjusted to place the null at the center of the 

horn.    The result of this measurement,  as limited by available transmitter power and by re- 

sidual site fields,   is shown in Fig. 37.    Clutter reduction is substantially greater than in the 

case of the offset dish,  as shown in Fig. 35.    Again,  similar results were obtained for both polar- 

izations for identical null positions.    When the null position was raised,  or lowered,  the clutter 

suppression decreased. 

H.   Round Serrated Fence 

The chord approximation of the round fence was trouble free when its edge was covered. 

The serrated edge Introduced the expected resonance as well as some other difficulties.    At 

first,  ihe four fence sections were placed upright along chords of the circle corresponding to a 

radius of 500ft.    A horizontal probe of the field in the cancellation region showed a relatively 

high residual signal level with superimposed oscillations.    However,  the peak value of these 

oscillations was still well under the covered fence level.    By covering successive sections of 
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the serrations,   it was demonstrated that appreciable signal strength was originating near the far 

ends of the fence.    Examination of the chord geometry and reference to Figs. 16,   19 and See. II-C-6 

will show that the "grating lohes" for a = 0.65X are directed radially inward (O = 0) at an angle 

somewhat smaller than that intercepted by the far end of the fence,    At other points on the fence, 

"grating lobes'   will also exist,   but they will not be directed radially inward,   i.e.,   |o|  > 0.   Simi- 

lar results were obtained for both polarizations. 

The chord fence was next inclined about 15° away from the probe in an attempt to reduce the 

high residual field in the cancellation region      Polarisation sensitivity to inclination was immedi- 

ately noted.    For vertical polarization,  the cancellation region appeared fairly clean with a good 

deep null.    However,  the situation for horizontal polarization was quite complicated.    The cancel- 

lation region was very irregular,  and its height varied excessively as the field was probed in the 

horizontal plane.    At this polarization,  null position was found to bo quite sensitive to changes in 

the shape of the fence,  there being a large shift downward,    The trouble seemed to originate in 

the vertex area of the chords.    When a straight inclined-fence was deformed slightly to check this 

problem,  similar behavior occurred only for horizontal polarization. 

Since the existing scale model was not amenable to further changes in fence shape,  no in- 

vestigation was made of smaller chords or a perfectly circular geometry.    Although tolerance 

problems were troublesome at the scale-model size,  the good oerformance for vertical polari- 

zation would seem to rule this out as an explanation of the poor performance of the inclined cho-d 

fence at horizontal polarization. 

I.     Further Edge-Treatment Considerations 

Both theory and experiment bring out the basic limitation of any periodic structure similar 

to the serrations.    Under restricted conditions,  narrow serrations can be very useful (as shown 

in Figs. 35 and 37).    When a long,  or round,  fence is necessary, the presence of resonances can 

be avoided with nonperiodic edge-treatment techniques.   One possible alternative is given in 

Fig. 38.    The basic idea is to place a line source of the proper amplitude at the appropriate 

distance below the top of the fence,   so it will interfere with the apparent line source at the top 

Fig. 38.   An alternative approach 
to edge treatment. 

STRAIGHT  EDGE 

.FENCE 

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
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of the fence and cancel at the desired point in the aperture.    A rathor crude experiment showed 

that a simpl«; gap some distance below the top of the fence gave inad -quate cancellation.    By ad- 

justing the colloctine aperture m to several wavelengths ai.d the radiating ap   rture n to about 

one wavelength,  deep nv »s were obtained which wtre nearly coincident for vertical and horizontal 

polarization.    The length q provides phase control,   and p provides some control over null width, 

A combination of two or more such line sources 13 conceivable.    Although the upper structure 

ronuires supports and appears more troublesome mechanically than the simple serrations,   its 

implementation may be straightforward once the parameters are determined experimentally. 

IV.   CONCLUSIONS 

Scale-model measurements verified the theoretically predicted field distribution behind a 
B 
|p stra'ght edge. 

The effectiveness of edge serrations in creating a null or cancellation region behind the fence 

is also experimentally verified.    However,  the width of the serrations had to be sufficiently 

:;r;all to prevent the appearance of grating lobes or resonant regions along the length of the fence. 

Tne existence of these grating lobes generally negated any increase in clutter suppression pro- 

vided by the serrations.    An adequate theory waa developed to explain these resonant effects. 

The narrow serrations also yielded a null or cancellation region whose position was polarization 

sensitive. 

Because of the resonant effect and the polarization sensitivity,   it was concluded that for long 

i fences continuous horizontal slots or other i onperiodic structures should be investigated. 

For the particular geometry of the AMF.AD radar,   it wov.ld be prohibitively expensive to 

produce r one-way clutter suppression in excess of about 22 db without serrations.    For various 

economic and •"ctical reasons,  a roughly triangular fence 100 ft high and at a distance of 500 ft 

in the t.ackirg sector was chosen.    This fence has a nominal one-way clutter suppression of 20db. 

At an elevation angle of 7.S°,  the antenna beam cylinder just grazes the lop of the shield and oper- 

ation of the radar is affected.    However,  satisfactory elevation tracking is possible down to about 

4*,  although at reduced range sensitivity.    For this elevation,  the two-way gain reduction is 

about 12 db. 

The response of the large AMRAD antenna to tie complex fence-diffracted field was deter- 

mined by measurement on a scaled AMRAD antenna. The expected 20-db one-way clutter sup- 

pression " as verified. 

We 'ound that properly designed serrations could produce an additional 10-db one-way clutter 

suppression.    However,  because of the polarization sensitivity mentioned and the vertical move 

ment of the center of the actual AMRAD antenna,  perhaps only a 5-db additional average clutter 

suppression will be practically realized. 

Extensive on-site clutter n ^asuremenls and correlation with the terrain topography indi- 

cated that a 20-db one-way suppression would lie adequate for this installation.    The edg" serra- 

tions were therefore not Incorporated in the present shield. 

Should the radar performance be upgraded so th t additional clutter suppression is required, 

the narrow serrations may be installed.    An additional Sdb, on the average,  can be obtained by 

installing serrations 9 in.  wide and 5.3 ft tall along the top edge. 
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